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Dear Colleagues:

It is with great pleasure that I introduce *Pathways to Justice: Developing and Sustaining Tribal Justice Systems in Contemporary America*, a joint publication of the Tribal Judicial Institute at the University of North Dakota School of Law and The National Judicial College. The Executive Summary and the Report itself are the result of two special gatherings of tribal justice leaders sponsored in Anchorage, Alaska, and Washington, D.C., by the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), Office of Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Justice. Attended by more than 300 tribal leaders and 100 local, state, and federal officials, these forums allowed tribal leaders to speak out on the pressing criminal justice issues facing their communities and to propose collaborative solutions with their tribal and non-tribal counterparts.

Tribal justice systems are critical components of the American justice system and the Bureau of Justice Assistance, under the leadership of Director Domingo S. Herraiz, continues to play a significant role in helping tribes to plan, implement, and sustain these systems through the Tribal Courts Assistance Program. Director Herraiz and his staff, A. Elizabeth Griffith, associate deputy director for policy, and Robert H. (Bob) Brown, Jr., senior policy advisor for tribal justice, are to be commended for not only helping to plan and make these events possible but also participating in key roles at both gatherings. A special thank you is also extended to my colleagues and friends Judge Eugene White-Fish, president, National American Indian Court Judges Association, and Jo Ann Harris, board member, National Institute for Trial Advocacy, for their sage guidance and wisdom which is reflected throughout the Report and Executive Summary.

I also want to acknowledge our many dedicated partners that lent their time and expertise in making the Gatherings and this Report possible, including: Tracy Toulou and R.Trent Shores (Office of Tribal Justice, U.S. Department of Justice); William Brunson and Carolyn Wilson (The National Judicial College); Michelle Rivard-Parks, Karrie Azure-Elliott and Deborah Flute (Tribal Judicial Institute); Denise Morris and Karen Bitzer (Alaska Native Justice Center); Edward Krueger and Rebecca Murdock (Fox Valley Technical College); Jerry Gardner (Tribal Law and Policy Institute); Steve Moore (Native American Rights Fund/National Association of Indian Legal Services); Vincent Knight (National Tribal Justice Resource Center); Chico Gallegos and Ray Perales (Native American Alliance Foundation); and Kelly Stoner (Oklahoma City University School of Law).

Together, we are making a difference along the *Pathway to Justice*.

B.J. Jones
Executive Director
Tribal Judicial Institute
Alaska Gathering of Tribal Justice Leaders
April 12-13, 2005
Anchorage, Alaska

National Gathering of Tribal Justice Leaders
May 22-24, 2005
Washington, D.C.

This project was supported by Grant Nos. 2004-IC-BX-1469 and 2002-IC-BX-0012 awarded by the Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Justice. The Assistant Attorney General, Office of Justice Programs establishes the policies and priorities, and manages and coordinates the activities of the Bureau of Justice Assistance, Bureau of Justice Statistics, National Institute of Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, and the Office for Victims of Crime. Points of view or opinions contained within are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
Executive Summary

In April, May, and July 2005, American Indian and Alaska Native tribal leaders from throughout the United States conveyed their nations’ concerns, needs and aspirations at three historic “Gatherings” funded by the Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Justice Programs, Department of Justice (BJA). The Gatherings were dedicated to giving tribal leaders a significant voice in the formation of public policy essential to the well-being and safety of American Indian communities. Collectively entitled “Pathways to Justice,” the concept of the Gatherings was to ensure a full opportunity for tribal leaders to speak and be heard, and to generate a record of the dialogue that would provide insight on critical needs of tribal justice systems. The Gatherings were also designed to give tribal leaders an opportunity to identify promising practices, and to serve as a platform for providing input into funding strategies by federal, state and local policy- and decision-makers. Accompanying this Executive Summary is a Report containing the record from the Alaska and National Gatherings, including key findings and policy guidance from each Gathering.

BACKGROUND

Native communities have administered justice systems for their people and visitors for centuries. In the past, these diverse justice systems were able to function alone, unencumbered by the outside world and free to exercise justice in accordance with the customs of individual tribes. Today, however, this is no longer feasible. There are 561 American Indian and Alaska Native tribes that have unique government-to-government relationships with the United States. These communities are diverse in culture and location, encompassing 55.7 million acres of land. They are essential partners with the federal and state governments in concerns ranging from border security to drug trafficking to the increase in violent crime. Some Native justice systems share many of the characteristics of western-style justice systems, while others utilize traditional tribal values and customs to resolve disputes and restore losses in the communities they serve. Regardless of the nature of the justice system, tribal leaders recognize that their relationships with the modern world are critical to the well-being and safety of Native communities and society in general.

All who work with programs, policies or funding for Native American justice systems recognize that these systems, though distinct from locale to locale, can impact greatly on the overall administration of justice. Native justice systems relieve the burden on state and federal courts, and give Native communities a genuine sense of controlling their own territories. Working together, tribal, federal, state and local judiciaries will generate...Common Ground

“These Gatherings have taught us what our ancestors already knew, that to be treated with respect we must learn to respect others, even though different. Despite our differences, tribal, state and federal courts share the mission of delivering justice. Justice comes in different forms depending on one’s values and culture. Therefore, we must strive to learn from each other and respect the sovereignty and culture of different justice systems. Only in this manner can we achieve peace and harmony for the people we serve.

As judges, we do walk on common ground.”

Eugene White-Fish, President,
National American Indian Court Judges Association
(Chief Judge, Forest County Potawatomi Tribal Court)

From Many Voices...

“While tribal courts seek to incorporate the best elements of their own customs into the courts’ procedures and decisions, the tribal courts have also sought to include useful aspects of the Anglo-American tradition....”
Sandra Day O’Connor, Lessons from the Third Sovereign: Indian Tribal Courts, 33 TULSA L.J. 1, 5 (1997)
dialogues, agreements and alternatives that benefit all.

Problems that have migrated from the larger community to tribal communities have been difficult to mitigate. Tribal communities are devising means of addressing these problems, and not unlike non-tribal communities some strategies are successful, some are not. Substance abuse, domestic violence and criminal victimization in Native communities are not merely Indian problems – they are American problems. Native people have a deep understanding of the devastation caused by these problems, and a vision for ways of resolving them. They need support and guidance, in terms of models, technical assistance and funding, from the larger community.

Thus, the challenge of the 21st century, not only for Native Americans but also for the country as a whole, is to maintain the cultural integrity valued by each individual tribe while simultaneously creating justice systems that resolve disputes in ways that are respected and accepted by other systems of justice. Ensuring justice means ensuring the protection and security of all Americans, Native and non-Native alike.

THE “GATHERINGS”

In 1998, with congressional funding and support, BJA began an ambitious plan of assisting tribes in the development and enhancement of tribal justice systems through a competitive grant program entitled the Tribal Courts Assistance Program (TCAP). Since the program’s inception more than 300 awards totaling upwards of $40 million have been provided to American Indian and Alaska Native tribes for the purpose of planning, implementing and enhancing tribal justice systems. These grants have not only benefited the tribes that received them, but have also benefited federal, state and local judiciaries by relieving their burgeoning criminal dockets, and by providing treatment alternatives for American Indian and Alaska Native offenders in those courts. In spite of the great strides that tribal governments have made in developing and enhancing their tribal justice systems over the past decade, much remains to be done.

History of Tribal Court Development

To fully comprehend tribal approaches to justice systems, it is helpful to be familiar with the history of these systems. Many tribal justice systems evolved from courts established on reservations by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, which were intended to assimilate American Indian people into the predominant Anglo-American legal system. As a result, early tribal courts mirrored the justice systems of federal and state governments.

The precursors to modern tribal justice systems were the Courts of Indian Offenses established by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1883. These courts were also known as Code of Federal Regulation Courts or “C.F.R. courts.” The C.F.R. courts were not “tribal” courts; they were agents of assimilation. They followed laws and regulations designed to assimilate the Native people into the religious and jurisprudential mainstream of American society.1

Only with the enactment of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934,2 and the subsequent promulgation of a revised Code of Indian Offenses for tribes, which expressly recognized for the first time the right of tribes to supplant the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) by the adoption of their own codes of laws,3 did Indian tribes receive the federal government’s imprimatur to create and operate their own court systems. Not surprisingly, because tribes needed to receive permission from the Department of the Interior to supplant the C.F.R. with their own codes, many tribes adopted most of the C.F.R. law and order provisions. As a result, the constitutional and statutory provisions contained in modern-day tribal codes often resemble the laws contained in the original Code of Indian Offenses.4

There are 15 C.F.R. courts operating in Indian Country.5 Most of those courts serve tribes in Oklahoma.
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In 2005, BJA and its partners undertook a historic effort to assess and evaluate the progress achieved by the federal government’s tribal justice initiative through a series of meetings entitled “Pathways to Justice.” The meetings were “Gatherings” of tribal justice leaders and federal, state and local decision-makers. The first, “Alaska Gathering of Tribal Justice Leaders” was held in Anchorage, Alaska from April 11-13, 2005. The second, “National Gathering of Tribal Justice Leaders” was held in Washington, D.C., from May 22-24, 2005. The third, “Walking on Common Ground: A National Gathering for Tribal-Federal-State Courts,” was held in Green Bay, Wisconsin from July 26-29, 2005. Each Gathering was intended to create a series of specific recommendations for tribal, federal, state and local policy-makers and leaders for developing and supporting critical tribal justice policies and priorities.

The Report covers the first two of the three Gatherings. Representatives of more than 200 American Indian and Alaska Native tribes attended the first two Gatherings. A report for the third gathering, which was attended by more than 300 tribal, federal, state and local judges and representatives, will be published separately. The third Gathering implemented one of the strongest recommendations of the first two: to bring together state and federal judges with tribal judges to address specific ways of envisioning and implementing judicial cooperation across jurisdictional lines. The objective of the third Gathering was to recognize and develop workable solutions that will foster respect and comity, mitigate intergovernmental conflicts, and reduce or forestall unnecessary, duplicative, and divisive litigation.

TCAP PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate Tribe

Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate has a membership of approximately 10,000 and is located in northeastern South Dakota. It has used its BJA grants to enhance its justice system in four ways. First, it developed a Treatment Court that has graduated 70 tribal members, over half of whom were referred by adjoining state courts for felony drug or alcohol convictions. Second, the tribe created a Youth Probation and Home Monitoring Department that closely monitors 100 youthful offenders on intensive probation. Third, the tribe developed a youth re-entry program in conjunction with the state of South Dakota that stresses cultural attachment and educational opportunities for young people facing potential out-of-home placements. Fourth, the tribe instituted a treatment program that works closely with the court system to deliver culturally-appropriate alcohol and drug treatment. Without BJA funding, these programs would not be possible because of limited tribal resources.

Delivery of TCAP Technical Assistance and Training

To streamline the delivery of services and to facilitate collaboration among a variety of public and private agencies, in 2003, BJA designated the Tribal Judicial Institute at the University of North Dakota, School of Law as the lead organization in delivering technical assistance to tribal communities via its Tribal Courts Assistance Program (TCAP). TCAP technical assistance providers have designed and presented numerous national and regional programs that support justice initiatives for the benefit of Native and non-Native people involved in tribal justice systems. Providers have included: Alaska Native Justice Center; Fox Valley Technical College; National Institute for Trial Advocacy; National Tribal Judicial Center at the National Judicial College; National Tribal Justice Resource Center; Native American Alliance Foundation; Oklahoma City University Law School; and Tribal Law and Policy Institute.

This past year, the Tribal Judicial Institute and its partners delivered over 40 national and regional training programs. Personnel representing 129 tribal entities attended educational programs presented by TCAP technical assistance providers. The Institute and its partners also conducted on-site needs assessments in Alaska and California, provided regional orientation sessions to aid grant recipients in complying with federal financial and programmatic guidelines, and helped enhance the capacities of tribal information systems in the Northern Plains and Southwest.
The “Gathering” Process

The challenge of the “Gatherings” was to ensure that all participants would have a chance to express their concerns. They were given the opportunity to report the needs and challenges facing their tribal justice systems, to voice the matters of importance to their tribal members, to explore solutions to common problems, and to urge federal, state and local decision-makers to support tribal efforts.

To achieve this goal, a task force of organizers, including all of the TCAP technical assistance providers (listed in the Appendix as “Tribal Courts Working Group”), identified topics designed to generate discussion relating to the needs and challenges confronting justice systems in Indian Country. Experts discussed the topics in plenary sessions and then, working with facilitators and recorders, the participants were divided into small groups. The small group dynamic gave all participants a chance to speak and to be heard. As one tribal leader emphasized, “We are here for the past and future generations of leaders, and we carry that obligation with great commitment.” The resulting discussions were inspiring because of the candid, vigorous, powerful, sophisticated Native voices who shared their successes and failures. The Report compiles that information into findings, guidelines and recommendations.

History

It is important to say what the Report is not about. It is not about the historical trauma caused to Native American communities by the western assault on tribal cultures, although history is an important backdrop to any perspective on the mental, emotional and social lives of Native people and their relationships with the wider American community. There are, however, historical factors that directly undercut the effectiveness of tribal courts that must be considered. For example, tribal justice is complicated by artificial boundaries, both legal and geographical. There is a widely held belief, supported by factual history, that the development of tribal justice systems has been impeded by decades of misguided and destructive federal and state policies toward tribal governments, seeking to limit the ability of tribes to address complaints and crimes arising in their sovereign territories. In addition to the hodge-podge of statutes limiting tribes, federal Indian policy also created a checkerboard of Indian land areas. This checkerboard makes it impossible for tribal leaders to police tribal territories without the cooperation of the surrounding communities. The Report references additional information pertinent to the history of tribal efforts to control their own territories in the Appendix.
Policy Guidelines

The key findings from the Alaska and National Gatherings indicate that effective governmental policies for tribal justice systems will:

1. Strengthen tribal self-governance
2. Address the needs and expectations of the community
3. Promote community safety and wellness to secure a better future for the next generation
4. Involve the tribal community in planning, implementing and evaluating justice initiatives
5. Facilitate collaboration and cooperation within tribal governments
6. Design cost-effective and sustainable solutions
7. Require qualified, culturally-competent staff and professional services
8. Enhance the capacity to respond to a tribal community’s evolving needs and expectations
9. Facilitate collaboration and cooperation between tribal, federal, state and local governments

Policy Guidelines

The Gatherings produced many visions, ideas, and models for strengthening tribal justice systems. Although the focus was identifying challenges and opportunities for advancing justice in Indian Country, the commentary offers some insight on how the integration of social norms, traditional dispute resolution practices, and core values are influencing the evolution of modern tribal justice systems. Regardless of the type of justice system – western or traditional or a blend of each – participants agreed that justice systems must be perceived as fairly and competently serving the needs of the communities and respected by non-Native systems.

Altogether, the Report sets forth nine Policy Guidelines with recommendations. A theme among the recommendations is that federal policy-makers change funding and grant-making processes to recognize the uniqueness of Native communities. Many specific suggestions were made as to how to use the public’s money. These suggestions ranged from the timing and duration of grants to the essential flexibility that must be a part of grant programs if there is to be continued growth in the efficiency and effectiveness of tribal justice systems and culture of American Indians and Alaska Natives.

POLICY GUIDELINES AND KEY FINDINGS

The Report includes two sections reflecting the detailed work of the Gatherings: “Policy Guidelines” and “Key Findings.” Both contain significant information about the state, and the state of mind, of contemporary Native America. The “Policy Guidelines” focus on actions that tribal leaders urge governmental decision-makers to take if the positive momentum achieved by the TCAP and other funding sources is to have a lasting impact. Many require critical funding for specific projects at a time when Native justice systems have the most potential to contribute meaningfully to the administration of justice throughout the United States.

In the section entitled “Key Findings,” the Report sets forth summations from each of the discussions facilitated at both the Alaska and the National Gatherings. This section summarizes success stories, genuine grievances, and solutions, candidly shared by all participants, although the Report cannot truly demonstrate the extent and passion of the discussions. Nonetheless, read with other resources set out in the Report, these sections provide a rich and detailed perspective and background from which to understand some of the commonly identified needs of tribal communities.
The Report’s Policy Guidelines section discusses in detail each of the nine guidelines, with accompanying commentary and specific recommendations. These nine guidelines represent an effort to fix priorities, and the recommendations advocate for the immediate attention of federal, state and local officials. No recommendations are provided for specific tribes because the cultural, social and governmental diversity of the tribes precludes anything more specific than the broad directives set forth in the Policy Guidelines. The nine guidelines and a summary of the recommendations are as follows:

1) **Strengthen tribal self-governance:** Through support of tribal justice initiatives, the federal government and tribes can strengthen tribal self-governance by developing justice systems that are independent, self-reliant, accountable, and fair. The Report recommends that:

   • The federal government should explore easing restrictions on the criminal jurisdiction of tribes to include the authority to regulate and prosecute the manufacture and distribution of controlled substances within their territorial boundaries; and
   • Where federal law extends or delegates civil or criminal jurisdiction in Indian Country to a state, the state should be required to negotiate cooperative agreements with the tribes with regard to law enforcement

For Alaska Native tribes and villages, the Report recommends that the federal government should clarify their jurisdiction.

2) **Address the needs and expectations of the community:** Effective tribal responses to justice issues in Indian Country must address the needs and expectations of individual tribal communities. The diversity in population, geographic conditions, and culture of

---

**The Impact of Public Law 280 on Tribal Court Development**

In 1953, Congress, concerned about the apparent void in criminal misdemeanor jurisdiction on some Indian reservations, enacted Public Law 83-280. The statutes codified pursuant to the session law are commonly referred to collectively as “Public Law 280.” The states to which Public Law 280 applies have criminal and civil jurisdiction over most actions that arise in Indian Country within the territorial boundaries of the state. California, Minnesota (with the exception of the Red Lake Indian reservation), Nebraska, Oregon (with the exception of the Warm Springs reservation) and Wisconsin (with the exception of the Menominee reservation) were the five states that were required to take jurisdiction pursuant to the provisions of Public Law 280. Other states were given the option of accepting jurisdiction by amending any constitutional limitations on jurisdiction and by affirmatively accepting jurisdiction through legislative enactment.

Public Law 280 has proved to be an impediment to tribal court development as well as adding to the level of jurisdictional ambiguity that exists in Indian Country. Because one of the objectives of Public Law 280 was to defray federal costs for tribal law enforcement by turning those functions over to state and county governments, the principal funding sources, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the tribes, believed that it was no longer necessary to fund tribal courts. Likewise, the leadership of many tribes perceived that Public Law 280 stripped tribal courts of jurisdictional authority and consequently did not adopt tribal codes or fund their court systems.

Conversely, many Public Law 280 states found that tribal court development remained integral to the overall scheme of maintaining justice in Indian Country because jurisdictional authority over trust and restricted Indian property was expressly excluded, and limited to criminal offenses under state law. Additionally, laws passed after Public Law 280, such as the Indian Child Welfare Act, permit all Indian tribal courts, including those in Public Law 280 states, to exercise substantial jurisdiction both inside and outside Indian Country.

Despite extensive judicial review of the scope and application of Public Law 280, the statute continues to create tension between state and tribal governments, particularly as tribes begin developing their own justice systems. This is especially evident in Alaska and California. The concerns range from apprehension that the emergence of a new forum for adjudication will create jurisdictional conflicts to speculation that tribes will develop their own courts to evade review of tribal contracts and business activities by state and federal courts. Regardless of whether these concerns are legitimate or spurious, they indicate that the historical and future legacy of Public Law 280 is the suppression of tribal court development.
American Indians requires flexibility in program management. The Report recommends that the federal government should:

- Send program managers to visit tribal communities to better understand the issues;
- Support the development of resources that will assist tribes in choosing the right tribal justice models for their individual needs (e.g., western-style, traditional, etc.);
- Support efforts that educate federal, state and local policy-makers in understanding that diverse cultures, customs and traditions require individualized approaches;
- Offer flexibility in grant solicitations and execution, especially with regard to Alaska Native programs; and
- Develop civil and criminal model codes with easy-to-use instructions for tribes to modify provisions based on the needs of their communities.

3) Promote community safety and wellness to secure a better future for the next generation: Tribal justice leaders support a holistic approach to addressing the serious social problems that affect the safety and wellness of their communities. In many instances, they focus their efforts on youth because youth are the most amenable to prevention and intervention strategies, and their well-being ultimately foretells the tribe’s future. The federal government should:

- Disseminate innovative ideas, promising practices and success stories (e.g., family-based treatment facilities, tribal youth programs, culturally relevant treatment options, etc.);
- Sponsor the development of a model protocol for collecting and measuring data on drug and alcohol abuse to allow tribes to make valid needs assessments;
- Support technical assistance on cost-effective, culturally-relevant screening and assessment tools for addiction to alcohol and illicit drugs, youth gang participation, and domestic violence; and
- Subsidize studies of drug usage by Native Americans that single out specific drugs (e.g., narcotics, methamphetamine, etc.) instead of reporting “illicit drug use,” so that tribal justice leaders and federal policy advisors can ascertain trends by type of drug used.

For Alaska tribes and villages, Alaska should enforce local option laws and develop standards and protocols for conducting searches. Those standards and protocols should be added to local option laws. The federal government should collaborate with tribal governments to expand tribal youth diversion programs.

4) Involve the tribal community in planning, implementing and evaluating justice initiatives: Effective tribal responses to justice issues in Indian Country must involve the tribal community at all stages of development. Tribal community participation in development is essential to promote community acceptance and participation in the justice process. The federal government should:

- Collect and disseminate promising practices for involving tribal communities in planning, implementing and evaluating tribal justice programs; and
- Sponsor tribal public information campaigns to create awareness about the detrimental impact of child abuse and neglect, domestic violence and elder abuse on tribal communities – to promote the confrontation of the issues within the tribal community.

For Alaska Native tribes, the federal government should support the development of educational programs and materials for community action planning for Alaska Native justice initiatives.
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5) Facilitate collaboration and cooperation within tribal governments: To fully accomplish the tribal community's justice goals, tribal leaders must work together in a productive partnership that is built on mutual respect, trust, and effective communication. The federal government should:

- Support tribal justice initiatives that evaluate tribal policies and operating procedures; and
- Sponsor management training for tribal court judges and other justice officials.

6) Design cost-effective and sustainable solutions: Utilizing volunteers, leveraging individual tribes' strengths and using sound management principles will ensure the sustainability of tribal justice systems outside of federal funding. The federal government can assist the tribes by enhancing existing technical assistance programs and resources to meet this need. The federal government should:

- Continue to provide funding and technical assistance for the development of tribal justice systems;
- Coordinate grant notifications issued by various government entities so that all tribes have equal access to available resources;
- Support technical assistance and develop a publication that gives information about locating, writing and managing grants for tribal justice systems;
- Facilitate program evaluation and compliance by revising existing grant reporting forms to simplify the collection of information and data relevant to performance measures regarding program activities; and
- Enhance the tribal grantee website to include information that is useful to the tribes on grant implementation and develop strategies for increasing awareness about the site.

7) Require qualified, culturally-competent staff and professional services: For staff and professional services to function competently, they must be able to assess the nature of the problem, identify solutions, and apply those solutions to the justice issues that confront the community. This requires an ability to balance the technical requirements with the cultural influences. The federal government should:

- Continue to support tribal initiatives for developing tribal laws and justice systems which honor tribal customs, traditions and values in addressing domestic violence, sexual assault, and elder abuse;
- Continue to support programs that assist tribes in obtaining culturally competent and qualified mental health professionals, probation officers, law enforcement officers, judges and court personnel;
- Encourage the development of legal institutes where non-lawyer tribal judges and non-lawyer tribal advocates can be educated in a comprehensive program similar to the first year of law school;
- Ensure that tribal probation officers have an opportunity to participate in trainings made available to federal probation officers; and
- Provide opportunities for tribal law enforcement to receive uniform training and certification offered under the auspices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or state and local law enforcement agencies.

8) Enhance the capacity to respond to a tribal community's evolving needs and expectations: For tribal justice systems to be successful, they must have access to detention facilities, treatment centers, foster care placement alternatives and other services that allow for a full range of options for addressing justice issues. With regard to tribal foster care placement, the federal government should:

- Allocate funding for tribal foster care proportionate to the needs of tribal communities; and
- Support the assessment of how tribes can most effectively participate in the protection of neglected and abused Indian children and the assessment of the most efficient method for allocating funds to the tribes for that purpose.

TCAP PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Tulalip Tribe of Washington

In 2001, the state of Washington retroceded its criminal and civil jurisdiction over the reservation lands of the Tulalip Tribe necessitating the expansion of the tribe's judicial system. Prior to 2001, the Tulalip Tribe of Washington administered a conservation court that averaged up to 40 hunting and fishing violations per year. Now the court averages 423 civil and criminal cases per year, a ten-fold increase. The tribe used its TCAP grant to establish a case management system and hire additional staff. The increased capacity of the tribal judicial system has lessened the burden on state courts in the areas in which the tribe has already assumed jurisdiction. The tribe projects further expansion of its jurisdiction to include juvenile and serious criminal activity in the next phase of its development.
In meeting its trust responsibility, the federal government should:

- Develop standards and guidelines for ensuring that appropriate health services and detention facilities are available in tribal communities;
- If the services are lacking, develop short- and long-term plans for remediating the inadequacies identified, including the construction of new facilities where necessary;
- Assist tribal communities in identifying and negotiating with state and local governments to provide suitable detention facilities for tribal offenders; and
- Permit usage of self-governance funds for incarcerating tribal offenders in state and local facilities.

With regard to technology upgrades, the federal government should:

- Assist tribes in attaining the minimum resources (e.g., forensic evidence collection and storage facilities, detention centers, crisis centers, victim support services, etc.) necessary to effectively deal with domestic violence and sexual assault in tribal communities; and
- Continue to support the acquisition of information technology systems and the upgrading of existing systems to meet minimum standards required to share information between federal and state databases.

For Alaska, the state and federal governments should:

- Ensure that all villages have some viable police protection, perhaps by increasing the number of Village Public Safety Officers (VPSOs);
- Redirect funding to enhance the training and compensation of VPSOs, and certify VPSOs to carry weapons; and
- Develop protocols that clearly delineate the scope of authority of state troopers and VPSOs.

9) **Facilitate collaboration and cooperation between tribal, federal, state and local governments:** A comprehensive approach to justice issues in Indian Country requires that tribal, federal, state and local governments share information, recognize and enforce one another’s orders, and efficiently use limited resources. The federal government should:

- Support public awareness campaigns to educate tribal communities that promoting safety in Indian Country requires intergovernmental cooperation;
- Support states and tribes in conducting recurring local and regional conferences to facilitate communication, information sharing and cooperation in resolving jurisdictional disputes;
- Support the development and implementation of multi-jurisdictional programs for the prosecution and rehabilitation of serious juvenile offenders;
- Ensure that states give full faith and credit to all tribal court decisions or otherwise cooperate in resolving jurisdictional issues;
- Support the study of intergovernmental recognition of protective orders following the enactment of the Violence Against Women Act to determine if the states and tribes are in compliance with the full faith and credit provision and identify best practices for intergovernmental cooperation;
- Determine the current status of the prosecution of cases in Indian Country (e.g., the number of crimes committed compared to the number of cases prosecuted in all jurisdictions) to ascertain the best course of action for resolving those cases;
- Study the incidence of non-prosecution of crimes against Native Americans by the U.S. Attorney’s Office and the implications for tribal communities;
- Support gang and crime-related information and intelligence sharing with tribal law enforcement via federally supported programs, agencies, and organizations with tribal law enforcement.
- Assist tribes in participating in the Department of Justice’s national sex offender registry;
- Support the development of model cooperative agreements; and
• Continue to support the acquisition of information technology systems and the upgrading of existing systems to meet minimum standards required to share information between federal and state databases.

For Alaska Native tribes and villages, the federal government should:

• Establish a formal policy recognizing a government-to-government relationship with tribes and enact appropriate legislation to provide for recognition of tribal orders, whether they are from a tribal court or another body designated by the tribe to issue orders; and

• Hold a tribal-state relations forum for tribes and states to develop action plans to initiate formal government-to-government relations and draft agreements with tribes to establish local control.

KEY FINDINGS

The Key Findings section of the Report summarizes success stories, grievances and promising practices shared by participants in small group sessions at the Alaska and National Gatherings.

A separate gathering of tribal justice leaders in Alaska was planned because Alaska Native governments and justice systems, and their relationships with state and federal policy-makers, present unique challenges and opportunities. To ensure a meaningful dialogue and analysis, the Gathering provided a rare opportunity for Alaska Native people to speak directly with policy-makers. The Report’s Key Findings demonstrate the wisdom of a distinct Alaskan Gathering. Although the issues discussed paralleled the National Gathering topics, the Alaska Native tribes expressed an unyielding determination to protect traditional justice systems, which dominated the discussion of all topics. To make a positive contribution to the well-being and safety of Alaska Native people, Alaska policy-makers must respect this focus and determination. At the same time, Alaska Native tribal representatives recognized that such a focus carries with it a number of responsibilities including: (1) educating Native people as well as non-Natives about their justice systems; (2) collaborating with other tribal, federal, state and local governments in implementing their justice systems; and (3) sharing their successful programs with one another and with federal, state and local justice officials who make decisions that impact greatly on their Native communities.

The National Gathering involved tribal justice leaders from every corner of the lower forty-eight states and Alaska. It generated a wide-ranging exchange that reflected ongoing creative tension as tribes decide whether and how to integrate traditional and western-style justice systems to address the well-being and safety of their communities. The program purposefully focused on a multitude of issues and in each category the discussion produced strong calls to action.
The Report of the Alaska and National Gatherings tells the story of an intense process designed to encourage heartfelt, creative, hard-nosed thinking and sharing focused on problems and issues impacting people living in tribal communities throughout the country. While the process generated expressions of many different critical needs and challenges, in many different voices, in many different ways, from diverse directions, five strong central themes emerged. These themes point the way to the next steps essential to the efficient and effective use of resources to ensure the health and safety of American Indian and Alaskan Native peoples that is so important to the country as a whole.

**CENTRAL THEMES – NEXT STEPS ON THE PATHWAYS TO JUSTICE**

1) Tribal, federal, state and local governments must create a comprehensive approach to justice issues in Indian Country that requires sharing of information, recognizes and enforces one another's orders, and efficiently uses their combined pool of resources.

2) To create such a comprehensive approach, tribal, federal, state and local government leaders and justice officials must gather face-to-face in their communities throughout the country in a respectful spirit of collaboration, communication and comity.

3) Because education is the key to understanding between communities and peoples, a strategy must be devised and implemented to provide opportunities for Native and non-Native peoples to gather together, to share information and to gain cultural and professional competence.

4) Tribes and the non-Indian community must work together to devise communication channels that will permit sharing of success stories and replication of models that can be adapted for broader use.

5) A plan must be created to bring to the tribes modern technology critically needed to gather and report data essential to allow for credible needs assessments and to help formulate tribal justice strategies.

---

The commitment of federal, state and local government officials expressed at the Gatherings to achieve a partnership is a dramatic beginning. If this beginning is to culminate in success, the commitment must be translated to action. Together, actively, they must follow the Pathway to Justice, every step of the way.
TRIBAL COURTS WORKING GROUP

Robert H. Brown, Jr., Sr. Policy Advisor  
Bureau of Justice Assistance  
Office of Justice Programs  
U.S. Department of Justice  
810 Seventh Street NW, Fourth Floor  
Washington, DC 20531  
Phone (202) 616-6500  
Fax (202) 305-1367  
www.ojp.usdoj.gov/BJA

B.J. Jones, Executive Director  
Karrie Azure-Elliot, Deputy Director  
Michelle Rivard Parks, Associate Deputy Director  
Tribal Judicial Institute  
University of North Dakota School of Law  
PO Box 9003  
Grand Forks, ND 58202-9003  
Phone (701) 777-6306  
Fax (701) 777-2217  
www.law.und.nodak.edu/npilc/judicial/index.php

Vincent Knight, Executive Director  
National Tribal Justice Resource Center  
4410 Arapahoe Ave, Suite 135  
Boulder, CO 80303  
Phone (303)245-0786  
Fax (303) 245-0785  
www.tribalresourcecenter.org

Ray Perales, Director of Training  
Amy Lovell, Program Manager for Training  
and Technical Assistance  
Native American Alliance Foundation  
5820 Fourth St., N.W.  
Albuquerque, NM 87107  
Phone (800) 516-9340  
Fax (505) 345-0176  
www.native-alliance.org

Jerry Gardner, Executive Director  
Tribal Law and Policy Institute  
8235 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 211  
West Hollywood, CA 90046  
Phone (323) 650-5467  
Fax (323) 650-8149  
www.tribal-institute.org

Kelly Stoner, Director  
Shawn Webb, Staff Attorney  
Native American Legal Resource Center  
Oklahoma City University Law School  
2501 N. Blackwelder  
Oklahoma City, OK 73106  
Phone (405) 226-2050  
www.okcu.edu/law/academiccenters/academiccenters-nativeamerican.html

Denise Morris, President  
Karen Bitzer, Public Advocate  
Alaska Native Justice Center  
121 West Fireweed Lane, Suite 240  
Anchorage, AK 99503  
Phone (907) 278-1154  
Fax (907) 278-1121  
http://www.ciri.com/about_ciri/anjc.htm

Carolyn Wilson, Program Attorney  
National Tribal Judicial Center  
Judicial College Building/358  
Reno, NV 89557  
Phone (800)255-8343  
Fax (775) 784-4234  
www.judges.org/specprogs/ntjc

Mark Caldwell, Program Director for Specialty Programs  
Jo Ann Harris, Board Member  
National Institute for Trial Advocacy  
363 Centennial Parkway, Suite 110  
Louisville, CO 80027  
Phone (877) 648-2632  
Fax (720) 890-7069  
www.nita.org

Edward J. Krueger, Associate Dean  
Rebecca Murdock, Tribal Programs Manager  
Criminal Justice Center for Innovation  
Fox Valley Technical College  
2320 Industrial Drive  
Neenah, WI 54956  
Phone (888) 370-1752  
Fax (920) 996-7192  
www.fvtc.edu/cjci
1 In the first challenge to the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to create and maintain court systems for Indians, the federal district court, in upholding that authority, clearly intimated the function of these courts as “mere educational and disciplinary instrumentalities, by which the government of the United States is endeavoring to improve and elevate the condition of these dependent tribes to whom it sustains the relation of guardian.” U.S. v. Clapox, 35 F. 575, 577 (D.C. Or. 1888). The same court described an Indian reservation as an institution “in the nature of a school, and the Indians are gathered there, under the charge of an agent, for the purpose of acquiring the habits, ideas, and aspirations which distinguish the civilized from the uncivilized man.” Id.


4 For example, until recently, many tribal codes required a stipulation from a non-Indian party before the tribal court could exercise civil jurisdiction. See 25 C.F.R. § 11.103.

5 25 C.F.R. § 11.100.

6 See Bryan v. Itasca County, 426 U.S. 373, 379 (1976) (“The primary concern of Congress in enacting Pub. L. 280 that emerges from its sparse legislative history was with the problem of lawlessness on certain Indian reservations, and the absence of adequate tribal institutions for law enforcement.”) (citing Carole Goldberg, Public Law 280: The Limits of State Jurisdiction over Reservation Indians, 22 UCLA L. Rev. 535, 541-542 (1975)).

7 See 25 U.S.C. § 1321(b) (1994) (“Nothing in this section shall authorize the alienation, encumbrance, or taxation of any real or personal property, including water rights, belonging to any Indian or any Indian tribe, band, or community that is held in trust by the United States or is subject to a restriction against alienation imposed by the United States ….”).

8 See California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, 480 U.S. 202, 208 (1987) (holding that criminal jurisdiction conferred by Public law 280 did not authorize enforcement of a state statute regulating bingo because the statute was “regulatory” in nature, rather than “prohibitive”).


10 See, e.g., Pat Doyle, Judge Challenges Tribal Sovereignty, STAR TRIB. (Minneapolis), Feb. 19, 1996, at 1A.
TRIBES IN ATTENDANCE

The Alaska and National Gatherings could not have occurred without the participation of representatives from the following tribes:

Akiachak Native Community
Algaaciq Native Village
Apache Tribe of Oklahoma
Arctic Village
Asi’carsarmiut Tribe
Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of the Fort Peck Indian Reservation, Montana
Bad River Band of the Lake Superior Tribe of Chippewa Indians
Blackfeet Tribe
Caddo Nation of Oklahoma
Central Council of Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska
Cheesh-Na Tribe
Cherokee Nation, Oklahoma
Chevak Native Village
Chickaloon Native Village
Chickasaw Nation, Oklahoma
Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma
Comanche Nation, Oklahoma
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation, Washington
Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw Indians of Oregon
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Reservation, Oregon
Coquille Tribe of Oregon
Delaware Tribe of Indians
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians of North Carolina
Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe of South Dakota
Forest County Potawatomi Community, Wisconsin
Fort Belknap Indian Community, Montana
Galena Village (aka Louden Village)
Hoop Valley Tribe, California
Hopi Tribe of Arizona
Huron Potawatomi, Inc., Michigan
Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma
Jicarilla Apache Nation, New Mexico
Kaktovik Village
Kaw Nation, Oklahoma
Kenaitze Indian Tribe
Kiowa Indian Tribe of Oklahoma
Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians, Michigan
Leech Lake Band of Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, Minnesota
Lesnoi Village
Little Traverse Bay Band of Odawa Indians, Michigan
Lummi Tribe, Washington
Manokotak Village Council
Mentasta Traditional Council
Miami Tribe of Oklahoma
Moccasukee Tribe of Indians of Florida
Mille Lacs Band of Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, Minnesota
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians, Mississippi
Moapa Band of Paiute Indians
Narragansett Indian Tribe of Rhode Island
Native Tribe of Kanatok
Native Village of Alakanuk
Native Village of Barrow Inupiat Traditional Government
Native Village of Buckland
Native Village of Chignik Lagoon
Native Village of Eklutna
Native Village of Elim
Native Village of Hooper Bay
Native Village of Karluk
Native Village of Kipnuk
Native Village of Kongiganak
Native Village of Kotzebue
Native Village of Kwinhagak
Native Village of Kwinhagak
Native Village of Mekoryuk
Native Village of Nanwalek
Native Village of Napakiak
Native Village of Napaskiak
Native Village of Nightmute
Native Village of Nunapitchuk
Native Village of Ouzinkie
Native Village of Pitka’s Point
Native Village of Saint Michael
Native Village of Scammon Bay
Native Village of Tununak
Native Village of Tyonnek
Navajo Nation, Arizona, New Mexico & Utah
Nenana Native Association
Nisqually Indian Tribe
Nunakauyarmiut Tribe
Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin
Organized Village of Kake
Organized Village of Kwethluk
Orutsaramiut Native Council
Ponotocnok Tribe of Maine
Pilot Station Traditional Village
Ponca Tribe of Nebraska
Ponca Tribe of Oklahoma
Portage Creek Village
Prairie Island Indian Community
Pribilof Islands Aleut Communities of St. Paul & St. George Islands
Pueblo of Acoma
Pueblo of Picuris, New Mexico
Pueblo of San Juan
Pueblo of Taos
Pueblo of Zia
Qagan Tayagungin Tribe of Sand Point Village
Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians of Wisconsin
Rosebud Sioux Tribe
Sac & Fox Nation of Missouri in Kansas and Nebraska
Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community
Seminole Tribe of Florida
Seneca Nation of New York
Seneca-Cayuga Tribe of Oklahoma
Shoonaq’ Tribe of Kodiak
Shoshone Tribe of the Wind River Reservation, Wyoming
Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate
Sitka Tribe of Alaska
Sokaogon Chippewa Community
Spirit Lake Tribe
St. Regis Band of Mohawk Indians of New York
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
Stockbridge-Munsee Community
Suquamish Indian Tribe
Swinomish Indians
Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation
Traditional Village of Togiak
Tuluksak Native Community
Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians
Umkuumute Native Village
Ute Mountain Tribe
Village of Chełnok
Village of Khalskag
Village of Sleemute
White Earth Band of Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, Minnesota
Wichita and Affiliated Tribes, Oklahoma
Yavapai-Apache Nation